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Setting up and learning the basics

• Register for Amazon Ads

• Amazon Advertising 101 Webinar:

– Hosted by Ingram and available On Demand

• Amazon Ads Learning Console

• Facebook Ads Manager
– Ad Accounts open up broader targeting options over a boosted 

post

• Twitter Ads

https://advertising.amazon.com/register/?ref_=a20m_us_sp2_h_gs
https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg20.jsp&referrer=&eventid=3163724&sessionid=1&key=60BE61637D023B484EC17966BF54490B&regTag=&V2=false&sourcepage=register
https://learningconsole.amazonadvertising.com/student/catalog
https://www.facebook.com/adsmanager/
https://ads.twitter.com/ads_manager


Cutting Through the Noise

Using advertising to strategically boost, reinforce, and 

supplement your sales and marketing



Key consumer platforms increasingly competitive…

Sources: seoClarity “2021 CTR Research Study” and  Rival IQ: 2021 Social Media Industry Benchmark Report

Organic Search (SEO) Organic Social

https://www.seoclarity.net/mobile-desktop-ctr-study-11302/
https://www.rivaliq.com/blog/social-media-industry-benchmark-report/


… and increasingly pay-to-play



Search engine optimization
Merchandising
Publicity, PR, Influencer
Email marketing
Social media marketing
Word-of-mouth

✓ Conversion rate
✓ Unit sales
✓ Revenue

✓ Impressions
✓ Reach
✓ Engagement
✓ Search rankings

✓ Pageviews
✓ Clicks
✓ Click-thru rate

Product description
A+ content creation
Content marketing
Reviews and blurbs

Retail pricing 
Availability
Promotions

Conversion 
to Sale

Discovery & Awareness

Consideration

Organic & Earned Paid Advertising Metrics

Keyword advertising
Brand campaigns
Display advertising
Social advertising

Retail advertising
Product and category targeting
Shopping ads

Remarketing
Strategic price promotions

Influencing the path to purchase



When does advertising make sense?

Is it achievable with

advertising?

Does it work with your 

resources?

Is it hard to do without 

advertising?

• Debut/unknown author 

• Publicity or trade reviews not getting 
enough reach

• Competitive space

• Etc.

• Targetable audience(s)

• Clear, compelling message

• Etc.

• Budget

• Time

• Knowledge/expertise/skills

What’s your goal?

Ads can and should be targeted, controllable, and measurable.



Make sure you’re ready before you advertise

Book Metadata

Detailed product description, 
structured and formatted for 
conversion, with high-quality 
images, keywords and more

Reviews

Social proof from consumer reviews 
and ratings and/or editorial reviews, 

quotes, and blurbs

Price & Availability

Competitive, consumer-friendly price 
point, in stock inventory, and quick 

shipping or pick-up options – all 
clearly messaged



Where should you advertise?

Social Advertising Search, Display, Video, & MoreAmazon Advertising

• Broader behavioral and 

audience targeting and reach

• Reach people as they are 

searching for related topics or 

reading or watching

contextually similar content

• Direct reach to consumers with 

high shopping intent

• Ability to target by search

interest, as well as similar and 

related products and categories

• Display ads support brand 

awareness, remarketing, and 

audience targeting

• Large audiences, highly 

targetable by demographics, 

locations, and interests

• Great for awareness, 

engagement, and driving 

traffic

• Social shopping on the rise

The content, the audience, and your goals will help guide you here.



How much should you spend? It depends…

Overall Considerations

• Author relations

• Total marketing budget

• Unit economics

• Competitiveness of space

• Depth of list (part of series, 
strong category?)

• Testing and experimentation

• Relative ROI of paid vs 
owned/earned

• Seasonality and trends

• Ad performance

Frontlist Considerations

• Advance and overall 
commitment to/from author

• Lay down and inventory

Frontlist Backlist

Initial Budget % of revenue forecast % of historical sales // Across list

Goals

Near-term • Brand awareness
• Boosting publicity/PR
• Initial word of mouth
• List goals? +++

• Reinvigorating sales
• Improving organic placement
• Determine what will benefit the 

most (which titles and when)

Mid-term • Driving sell-through
• Reducing returns

• Understanding and maximizing the 
paid/earned cycle

Long-term • Establishing strong ongoing 
rate-of-movement

• Setting up future formats and 
editions

• Establishing a series
• Evergreen campaign with positive 

ROI

Discretionary 
Budget

Ability to react to PR, momentum 
(or lack of), etc.

Ability to react to opportunities 
(unforeseen PR, new releases by 
author, etc.)

You don’t have to spend a ton… but you have to spend enough.



Achieve efficient reach with smart targeting

Not aware  
likely to be 
interested

Aware and 
will buy

Not aware and 
not likely to be 

interested

Aware but not 
interested

A
W

A
R

E
N

E
S

S

INTEREST

Don’t waste 
resources over 

here.

Fans, subscribers, 
followers, regular 

buyers – people who 
only need to be told 

to want to buy. 

This is the real gold 
mine of readers that 

drive bestsellers, 
cross-over hits, and 

growth. 



Reaching as many of the right readers as possible

Core

Similar 

Fans

Lifestyle 

Overlaps

Common 
interests & 
attributes

Movies, TV, music, 
games, podcasts, 

news outlets

Similar tone or genre; 
also bought, liked, and 

searched for

Similar 
media

Influencers

Authors

Series

Books

Followers
Past 

buyers

Enthusiasts and 
evangelists

People who are 
likely to engage

Fans

Behaviors

Demos

Lifestyles 
& Beliefs

Geos

Reach potential 
readers when they 
are inclined to be 

interested

And who care about 
key topics and 

themes



Reader-first segmentation

Fans of the Netflix Show 
Who Also Read Books

SEARCH 
QUERIES & 
MESSAGING 

RELATED TO:

TARGETING

KEY 
SEGMENTS



Amazon Advertising



Amazon Advertising 2.0

Set up Ad Account Run test campaigns 
using Automatic 

Targeting

Drive more sales 
with STRATEGY



What ad type should you use?

#1 Ad Type for 

Books and 

generally most 

profitable

Great for series and 
a store highlight

Kindle option for 
a lower price 
point title

Typically, a higher 
price point – use 
for BRANDING or 

retargeting 



Best Practices for Manual Targeting

Manual Targeting

Campaign

Automatic Targeting 
Campaign

✓ Use Ad Groups (only avail. with 

Standard Ad format)

✓ Author’s other Titles

✓ Competitor Titles

✓ Category Targeting (Books + Kindle)

✓ Branded Keywords (Title, Author)

✓ Short & Long Keywords

Don’t spend money on keywords you’re winning already! 

If you’re #1 when you search  your title – NEGATIVE target the Exact match.

✓ Negative target your manual targets

✓ Migrate winning targets over to manual



Best Practices for Optimizing your Campaign

✓ Once you launch a campaign, wait two weeks before making significant 

changes

✓ Because of Amazon's 14-day attribution win, evaluate your results from 7+ 

days prior

✓ Monitor Daily Spend regularly – if it's not achieving the budget, 

add more targets ( + categories is an easy way to expand reach)

✓ Review Search Term report for potential new targets 

or negative targets that surface (I.e. children's, kids)

✓ Evaluate competitive targets based on the average

Cost Per Click



How do I measure success?

TACOS
(Total Advertising Cost of Sales)

ACOS
(Advertising Cost of Sales)

• Amazon Spend / Attributed Sales

• Displayed on your Amazon dashboard

• Attributed orders within your Brand

• Performance indicator for campaign optimization

• Calculated based on Amazon sales price

• Total Ad Spend / (Total Units x List Price)

• Considers impact on organic sales

• Considers external ad spend (i.e. social)

• Considers List Price vs. Amazon Price

A "healthy" ACOS and TACOS will vary with every campaign. Understand your profit margin and 
GOALS (branding, sell-through, ROI) when determining the success of a campaign.

VS.



Rookie Mistakes to Avoid

Spending money where 
you're winning already

Not advertising all formats
+

Not targeting all formats

Not targeting enough 
keywords or products



Social Advertising



Your Audiences are on Social Media



Choose the right platform for your audience and for your book

YOUTUBE GOOGLE ADS

THE RIGHT CONSMER
AT THE RIGHT TIME
IS SURE TO BRING
RESULTS

SEARCH OR DISPLAY

TIKTOK

ENTERTAINMENT 
PLATFORM TO CREATE

VIDEOS
AND ENGAGED WITH
OTHER USERS



Best Practices for all Social Channels

• Multiple Audience Targets

• Multiple Creatives (at least 2)

– Static vs. Animated

– Book Cover vs. Lifestyle

– Creative with Copy vs. No Copy

• Multiple Copy Variations

– Messaging customized to your 

audience

• Link directly to purchase page

30 total ads



Best Practices for Audience Targeting

Fans and follower look-alikes 
of comp authors, brands or 

organizations

Fans of similar or 
related media Narrowed by behaviors 

(Engaged Shopper, 
Books or

book-affinity



Best Practices for Facebook

FEED: 1080 x 1080

Customize your 
creatives!

STORY: 1080 x 1920



Best Practices for Facebook

Learning phase is when the delivery system is exploring 

the best way to deliver your ad set.

Refrain from turning off low performing audiences or ads 

until they're out of the Learning Phase (50 actions)

What kicks your ad back into Learning Phase?

Budget change of +/- 20%

Significant copy edits

New Creative

Updates to audience targeting

Get out of Learning Phase!



Best Practices for Twitter

Tag the author or brand

Strategy for
Promoted Tweets

Size your creative to 1080 x 1080

Do not use hashtags in promoted tweets 

which can take away from the CTA link



Benchmarks and KPI's for Facebook Ads

Average Click-through Rate:
1.59% for Retail

Average Cost Per Click: 
$0.70 for Retail



Benchmarks and KPI's for Twitter



Benchmarks and KPI's for LinkedIn

Average Click-through Rate: .80% for Retail



Resources



Content & Webinars

Keywords & 

Metadata

Advertising at Amazon, 

Meta, & More

Reader-First 

Book Marketing

• Webinar (2021): How to Improve Your 
Amazon SEO Using Keywords

• PDF: Metadata & Discoverability 
Overview

• PDF: Key Metadata Checklist
• Webinar: Intro to Metadata & 

Keywords
• Blog (2019): Improve the Book 

Metadata That Matters
• Blog: (2020): How to Boost Your Online 

Title Sales Today with High Performing 
Book Descriptions

• Register for Amazon Ads
• Webinar (2021): Amazon Advertising 

101 Webinar
• Amazon Ads Learning Console
• Blog (2021): 6 Steps to Creating a High-

Performing Facebook Ad
• Getting started: Facebook Ads 
• Getting started: Twitter Ads
• Blog (Tinuiti): Reddit Advertising

• PDF: A Publisher’s Guide to Digital 
Book Marketing

• Webinar (2022): Now What? 
Consumer Book Marketing in 2022 and 
Beyond

• Webinar (2022): Reader-First Book 
Marketing

• Webinar (2021): What We Learned 
Tracking 100k Titles

https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg20.jsp&referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwiki.ingramcontent.com%2F&eventid=2926554&sessionid=1&key=632BD07B04C2E5DBBBE540D4642D4B90&regTag=&V2=false&sourcepage=register
https://resources.ingramcontent.com/publishers-document/metadata-and-discoverability-guide
https://resources.ingramcontent.com/publishers-document/metadata-checklist
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/1954269/8AAD6E8778F993CCA8A317A2D92E14FD
Improve%20the%20Book%20Metadata%20that%20Matters
https://www.ingramcontent.com/publishers-blog/how-to-boost-your-online-title-sales-today-with-high-performing-book-descriptions-2020
https://advertising.amazon.com/register/?ref_=a20m_us_sp2_h_gs
https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg20.jsp&referrer=&eventid=3163724&sessionid=1&key=60BE61637D023B484EC17966BF54490B&regTag=&V2=false&sourcepage=register
https://learningconsole.amazonadvertising.com/student/catalog
https://www.ingramcontent.com/publishers-blog/6-steps-to-creating-a-high-performing-facebook-ad
https://www.facebook.com/adsmanager/
https://ads.twitter.com/ads_manager
https://tinuiti.com/blog/paid-social/reddit-advertising/
https://resources.ingramcontent.com/publishers-document/digital-book-marketing-guide
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3627879/852034A7DC8F6D8EC2C51E89A984405C
How%20to%20Make%20Reader-First%20Book%20Marketing%20Work%20for%20You
https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServletV2?target=reg20V2.jsp&eventid=3387497&sessionid=1&key=33877E7FBC3824D62DF3DFBB351DE893&groupId=2890909&partnerref=PeteandJess&sourcepage=register


A few of our favorite tools…

Interests & 

Influencers
Keywords & 

Hashtags

Ad Creation, 

Management & 

Automation

Communities & 

Context 

Front Ends + Ad 

Interfaces MORE…



Ingram Marketing Advantage

How We Can Help



Our team of experts are pioneers in book marketing and know how to drive 
online consumers to buy your books and grow your business.

Our fully managed offerings are unique.

Optimization Across All Formats

We enhance metadata at the title group level to improve audience reach and sell-through across all book formats.

Interwoven with Sales and Distribution

Our marketing services work hand in glove with the sales team to make sure we’ve optimized the opportunity from all angles.

Analytics and Education

We’ll use data to identify untapped demand potential, delivering reporting and audience analytics so you can learn too!



Choose the program that’s right for you:

Let Ingram Marketing Advantage do all the work for you!

Click here to schedule a consultation to learn more!

https://utm.io/ueB2A


APPENDIX



More Detail From Slide 8

Key Questions You Need to Answer Before You Decide to Advertise:

1. What is my goal?

* Grow awareness?

* Reach new audiences?

* Signal boosting? (Publicity/pr, reviews, etc.)

* Beat the competition

2. Will it be difficult to reach this audience without advertising?

You may wish to advertise if you are competing against other big books, online media (e.g., blog posts, articles, videos), or other products. You can help your 

book break through the noise by making sure your ad targets a specific audience segment with attractive, targeted messaging. It is also important to pay 

attention to the absence of certain leading indicators that would tell you people are becoming aware of the book—the lack of media attention, reviews, pre-

orders, search interest, and website traffic. If any or all of these are low, advertising may be a good idea.

3. Can you, with any degree of certainty, reach this audience with advertising?

Based on the criteria for creating a targetable audience, you can construct an advertising campaign in correlation to a book or series. The key here is specificity 

and granularity of consumer attributes. For advertising to be cost-effective, the ad needs to be narrowly aimed at a very specific audience. Be aware 

of competitors advertising in the same space, especially if they have deep pockets. Keep in mind that these competitors may not necessarily be other 

book publishers, but could be travel companies, media companies, or others in the same general topic area.



More Detail From Slide 8 cont.

4. Do you have adequate resources to effectively launch and manage a campaign?

In terms of a budget, digital advertising is often seen as expensive. You don’t necessarily need to spend a lot to run an effective ad campaign. However, 

spending is directly proportionate to human resource requirements. Time and effort to choose the right platform, develop the target audience, create the ad 

units, monitor performance, manage your budget, and react to engagement are what make campaigns effective and efficient. It is necessary to go into an 

advertising campaign with a clear view of all the resources required. Advertising can help greatly, but it does demand time and attention to execute successfully.

Use targeted paid media and promotions to reach new audiences, boost your signal in a crowded marketplace, and make the 
sale.

• When organic and earned efforts are unlikely to cut through the noise, advertising and special promotions can amplify your reach to the right audience. The 

key to successful – and cost-effective – digital advertising is knowing when, where, and if it makes sense to spend.

• Pre-order sales: If early buzz is not picking up as expected, that could be a sign other marketing and publicity efforts have not yet had time to reach likely 

buyers. Consider a pre-order campaign targeting fans of the author (to make sure they're aware of the new book) and close comp authors (perhaps featuring 

a great review quote from a known name) to drive pre-order awareness and purchase.

• Maintain (or regain) momentum: Recent success is a great predictor of future success. For successful titles past their peak, you may find untapped sales 

potential among price-sensitive buyers (a promotional offer could get them to finally buy) and other adjacent audiences who might not have been the primary 

targets for your launch campaign (perhaps fans of similarly-themed TV or movies who also shop at Barnes & Noble).

• Break through the noise: You may wish to advertise if you are competing against other big books, online media (e.g., blog posts, articles, videos), or other 

products in search. Targeted keyword ads in Google and Amazon can improve discoverability in a crowded field – and if successful will improve your organic 

rankings as well.



More Detail From Slide 8 cont.

• Make some noise: It is also important to pay attention to the absence of certain leading indicators that would tell you people are becoming aware of 

the book—media attention, reviews and ratings, search interest, and website traffic. If any or all of these are low, advertising may be a good idea.

• Testing ground: Advertising can also give you a relatively low-risk way of testing a hypothesis. If you think a book could resonate with a certain audience, 

it may well be worth testing that theory with a small advertising spend before launching a more resource-intensive campaign.

Ads can and should be targeted, controllable, and measurable.

• For any ads, make sure you can create a targetable audience that is a fit for the book, author, or series. The key here is specificity and granularity of 

consumer attributes. For advertising to be cost-effective, it needs to be narrowly aimed at a very specific audience. Social ads in particular are great for 

granular narrow-targeting and multidimensional targeting (combining demographics, psychographics, and behavioral traits to form a target audience).

• Be aware of competitors advertising in the same space, especially if they have deep pockets. Keep in mind that these competitors may not necessarily be 

other book publishers, but could be travel companies, media companies, or others in the same general topic area.



More Detail From Slide 17

Amazon offers four different ad types – all of which serve different purposes, especially for Books. The #1 ad type and the unit you should 

always be including in your campaign strategy is Sponsored Products, which is what most of you are probably familiar with already. 
These appear most like an organic search result and generally produce the highest return on your ad spend. They also stretch your 
budget further if you have a small daily spend.

These other three could be a nice solution to add to your Sponsored Product strategy though, for the appropriate campaign.

Sponsored Brand ads are great for featuring a series or showcasing your Amazon store for titles that tend to cross-sell well like similar 
genres. We see a lot of children's books do well within Sponsored Brands. As a reminder, Amazon Stores are beautiful and a great way to 

drive cross-catalog sales but they are not discoverable organically. You either have to use a Sponsored Brand ad or drive traffic to the 
store from outside of Amazon.

LockscreenAds aren't used very often by our publishers, but they are a nice ad unit to consider if you're promoting a lower price point
Kindle title as these ads promote more impulse purchases.

Sponsored Display ads tend to be our most costly ad unit but a nice opportunity for a title that has a much larger budget and needs some 

branding. Our team uses these often for frontlist titles that had a preorder campaign, because you can then retarget users who visited the 
product page but didn't buy once the title goes On Sale. Publishers can also use Sponsored Display to reach certain audiences across 
brands that Amazon owns like Twitch.



More Details From Slide 18

Sticking with our Sponsored Product ad units, the secret sauce to a strategic Amazon campaign is running a manual targeting campaign alongside 

an automatic targeting campaign. In our earlier example for The Zee Files, you'll see on our main Amazon dashboard, we have two campaigns. 

Within the one identified as Manual, we've structured it as Ad Groups. There's many ways you can identify these ad groups, all of which funnel up 

into one daily budget. Ad groups help you quickly identify where there's opportunity. Perhaps the author's other titles are converting extremely well 

– then you might want to go more aggressive with those bids to win more impressions and clicks.

Using category targeting in either its own ad group or just grouping it with other products really allows you to broaden your reach at bids that tend to 

be a lower price point. You'll be able to view the titles in those categories that converted into an order within the Search Term Report – which you 

would then want to add as a product target. Within category targeting, you will find that there may be thousands of ASINs within that category, you 

can reduce this reach and narrow in on your target audience by refining it to a certain star rating or a price point range.

Next, we always like to run a keywords ad group alongside our product targeting. If your title is difficult to find in search or has a competitive title, 

you may want to consider breaking apart their branded keywords into its own ad group so that you can monitor its bids and how often it's falling 

within the top of search results. If it's not appearing at the top, you might want to consider going more aggressive for these Exact matches to 

improve discoverability of the book.

Once you've successfully launched your manual targeting campaign, you'll want to export all of those targets (products + keywords) and use those 

as Negative targets within an Automatic campaign. The strategy behind this is that it allows you to discover new targets that weren't on your radar 

when you built out your strategy and audience segmentation to begin with. As new winning targets surface in the Automatic Search Term report, 

you'll want to migrate those over to Manual so that you can have more control over the bids.

Last but not least on your targeting strategy – don't spend $ on keywords you're winning already! Ingram Marketing Advantage use software that 

allows us to track organic rankings but this is something you could manually do yourself by searching a keyword and seeing if your book appears at 

the top.



More Detail From Slide 19

Once you've published your campaigns, it's recommended to wait two weeks before making any significant changes because of delayed 

attribution. In fact, orders may appear up to 14 days after a user clicks on the ad, so Amazon recommends evaluating data from weeks 
prior and not what you're seeing within the last 7 days for instance. I understand this is difficult, especially for a lower overall budget, so 
we'll talk about measuring success on the next slide.

This doesn't mean you just forget about the campaign for 2 weeks though – check in every few days to ensure you're achieving or getting 

close to spending your daily budget. If you're not seeing any impressions or not enough clicks, it could mean you either need to increase 
your bids or expand your targets. Adding more categories is a great way to quickly expand reach.

You should also be reviewing your Search Term report pretty regularly. This gives you insights on what products or keywords are 
converting into orders which you can then pull into as a new target or negative keywords that surface that may not relate to your book. 

Perhaps your book is a thriller but you see children's appear in your search term report – it's probably worth including children's or kids as 
a negative phrase target.

Lastly, when you're reviewing your campaign data, be mindful of your cost per click. While a keyword or product target may be delivering 
orders, the cost per click to win that order could be quite high. Use these learnings to drive your next steps – reducing bids or turning off 

keywords that are too competitive.



More Detail From Slide 20

If you're familiar with the Amazon Advertising dashboard, then surely you've seen the metric ACOS appear which is your advertising cost 

of sales. This is your total spend divided by attributed sales for that campaign.

While this is a great performance indicator to drive your optimization strategy, it's not our preferred metric to determine success.

Think of it as two tacos – one empty taco or perhaps it has a little meat compared to a full taco with all the fillings. TACOS is your TOTAL 

advertising cost of sales. It takes into account your outside marketing tactics such as social, and it considers the significant impact on 
improving organic rankings. I also prefer this metric because it calculates the sales based on your print and digital list price vs. whatever 
discount Amazon is selling the product for.

A healthy ACOS or TACOS will vary with every campaign. Understanding your profit margin and goals going into the campaign is 

incredibly important when determining success. Often times I'll see really high data on an Amazon Advertising dashboard but when you 
step back and look at the bigger picture of all of your marketing efforts and how they're all working together to drive total sales – well then 
you can better gauge the campaign success. You might even find that your ad spend may have had a higher TACOS but it contributed to 

driving reviews, improving rankings and helping you discover issues on your product page that improved conversion which gives
that book a longer lifespan and a strong organic rate of sales movement well into backlist.



More Detail From Slide 25

No matter which platform you decide is best for your book, it's important that you toss out a wide net to all of your 

audience segments so you can narrow in on your highest performing ads.

This means... multiple ad sets like the example (slide 25) for The Zee Files.

You also want to run multiple ad creatives. You may think you know what will appeal a user to click – but you may be surprised. In the 

example here, we ran similar creatives with a few variations.. Animation vs. Static- a version that includes the author's headshot as well 
as a version that highlighted awards the book had won. All six of these ads are included in each ad set, which means we ended up with 
30 total ads within one campaign.

Lastly, sending your users directly to the purchase page will improve conversions and lower bounce rate.



More Detail From Slide 26

Audience targeting are pretty similar across Facebook and Twitter but you may find that interest options have become a 

bit more limited on Facebook. This is because last year, Facebook started deprecating a lot of interests that either 

weren't used or were conflicting with religious segments or other special categories. With the interest deprecation, we've 

seen that cost per clicks have gotten a little higher, which is why it's even more important to test out a few audiences so 

you can turn one off that is driving a higher spend.

For IMA, we generally build our audiences on Facebook targeting big name authors, brands or media that align with 

readers of our book. Then, we'll narrow down to behaviors such as Engaged Shoppers or also likes Books. Another 

great option on Facebook is to build a lookalike audience using your internal database.

On Twitter, you'll notice a lot more options for targeting comppeting authors by adding them as a follower look-alike 

target. We've found Twitter to drive a lot of traffic at a low cost lately, and highly recommend exploring this channel if 

you've not already.



Book descriptions that sell

▪ Start with a bolded first line of approximately 25 words 

describing what the book is.

▪ Include major topics, themes and/or genres that potential 

readers might be searching for.

▪ This is critical for SEO and discovery, and hooks buyers into 

reading more.

HEADLINE

~200 characters

Brief "elevator pitch".

▪ Give buyers the detail they need to make a purchasing decision.

▪ Who or what is the book about?

▪ Where and when is the story set?

▪ What happens?

▪ Use paragraph breaks, bold and italic fonts and bullet points for 

emphasis.

EXPOSITION

1+ paragraphs

Clear, detailed description.

▪ Emphasize the value of the book, its intended audience, and 

your brand promise.

▪ Who should buy this book?

▪ What will they get out of it?

▪ Why should they buy it now?

CLOSE

Short paragraph

Persuasive "why to buy"

Tell them what it is.

Tell them all about it.

Tell them why they 
should buy it.



Rich, complete marketing and audience metadata


